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The inscription IG i3 227 records a decree awarding honors to a certain Herakleides. The decree grants
Herakleides the titles of prÒjenow and eÈerg°thw (lines 9–10) for his services to Athens (lines 10–14).
The name of Herakleides’ native city is not preserved (line 8). A rider to the main decree proposed by
Thucydides proposes an award of ¶gkthsiw g∞w in addition to the normal privileges granted to a
proxenos (lines 19–22). Herakleides deserves these honors because the ambassadors coming from the
king announce that he has cooperated with them in negotiations for a treaty (lines 15–18: [. . . oﬂ pr°sbew]|[oﬂ p]arå basil°vw ¥k[ontew égg°llosi ÑH]|[rak]le¤dhn sumprãt[ten •auto›w proyÊ]|[mvw] ¶w
te tåspondåw [tåw prÚw basil°a . . .]).
The prescript of the decree is fragmentary and does not allow us to date the decree, but the lettering
of the inscription is Ionic, which indicates it was inscribed after 403 BCE. Koehler argued, however,
that the Herakleides honored in the decree must be Herakleides of Klazomenai, who was later elected
general (Plato Ion 541d), proposed increasing pay for attending meetings of the Assembly to two obols
and was nicknamed “the King” (Ath. Pol. 41.3).1 Koehler further proposed that Herakleides received
these honors for helping to conclude the treaty with the Great King of Persia mentioned by Andocides
(On the Peace 3.29) and that this treaty was concluded with King Darius in 424. Koehler’s identification
of the treaty mentioned by Andocides and the peace treaty mentioned in line 16 has won the assent of
many scholars. Russell Meiggs went so far as to declare: “Few things are more certain in fifth-century
history than that the decree honours Heraclides of Clazomenae for helping an Athenian embassy on
which Andocides’ uncle Epilycus, a member of the Boule, served to negotiate a treaty with King Darius
in 424–23.”2
Meiggs’ confidence should not intimidate us. It is possible to identify the Herakleides honored in
the decree with Herakleides of Klazomenai and restore tÚn Klazom°nion in line 6. But the identification still depends on a restoration.3 If the honorand is to be identified with the Herakleides of
Klazomenai who was later elected general, we must further assume that the honorand received
citizenship sometime after this decree in order to be later elected general. Second, it is possible to
assume that the original decree dated to 424/3 and that the inscription is a copy made after 403 because
the original was destroyed under the Thirty. This would explain the Ionic lettering, but this is no more
than a possibility; it is not a certainty. Third, even if we allow the possibility that the inscription is a
copy of a fifth century decree, nothing in the decree compels us to accept a date of 424/3. These is a
possible date; it is not certain. Fourth, it is also possible to accept the evidence of Andocides On the
Peace and believe that Epilykos went on an embassy to King Darius in 424 and negotiated a treaty. Yet
it is also possible to accept the doubts of Harpocration and Dionysius of Halicarnassus about the
authenticity of the speech4 and to reject the evidence found in it as unreliable.5 Finally, Herakleides
1 U. Koehler, Hermes 27, 1892, 68–78. All dates in this article are BCE.
2 R. Meiggs, The Athenian Empire, Oxford 1972, 135. For detailed discussion of the inscription with references to

earlier scholarship see R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions, Oxford 1969, 201–3 and above
all Michael B. Walbank, Athenian Proxenies of the Fifth Century B.C., Toronto and Sarasota 1978, 258–68. Cf. E. Badian,
From Plataea to Potidaea: Studies in the History and Historiography of the Pentekontaetia, Baltimore and London 1993,
196: “The document should now be regarded as firmly attached to the renewal (with the help of Heracleides) of the peace of
Callias, by an embassy that included Epilycus.”
3 The assumption might appear to receive some support from Walbank’s proposal IG i3 227 to join with IG ii2 65 (ZPE
51, 1983, 183–4). But note that Wilhelm maintained the latter inscription was non-stoichedon and restored ['Erxo]men¤o.
Foucart, BCH 12, 1888, 163–9 identified the honorand as Herakleides of Byzantium, who was awarded the title of proxenos
(Dem. 20.60).
4 See Harpocration s.v. ÑEllhnotam¤ai. ÉAndok¤dhw §n t“ Per‹ t∞w EﬁrÆnhw, (3.38) eﬁ gnÆsiow, ˜ti érxÆ tiw ∑n oﬂ
ÑEllhnotam¤ai . . .; s. v. ne≈ria ka‹ ne≈soikoi. mÆpote ne≈ria l°getai ı tÒpow ëpaw eﬁw ˘n én°lkontai aﬂ triÆreiw ka‹
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receives a grant of ¶gkthsiw g∞w along with the title and rights of proxenos. It was not unusual for these
two rights to be awarded together in the fourth century, but there is no parallel for such an award in the
94 proxeny decrees from the fifth century.6 Pace Meiggs, nothing could be less certain than his
assertions about the historical circumstances surrounding the decree for Herakleides.7
Amid all these conjectures, one matter is reasonably certain: the ambassadors mentioned in lines
15–16 ([. . . oﬂ pr°sbew | oﬂ p]arå basil°vw ¥k[ontew . . .]) cannot be the alleged Athenian embassy on
which Epilykos went to negotiate a treaty with the Great King of Persia. This article will show that this
phrase must refer to an embassy sent by the Great King. In Attic inscriptions of the fifth and fourth
centuries B.C., embassies that are described as “coming” to Athens (¥kontew or ¥kvn) are always
foreign embassies arriving in Athens, not Athenian embassies returning to Athens. Furthermore,
embassies or envoys that are described as “coming from” a foreign power (oﬂ pr°sbew oﬂ parã tinÚw
¥kontew) are always embassies sent by a foreign power, not Athenian embassies sent to a foreign power.
When an Attic decree mentions an Athenian embassy sent abroad returning home, it uses some form of
the verb p°mpv (e.g., toÁw pr°sbeiw toÁw pemfy°ntaw ÍpÚ toË dÆmou).8
It is best to being with several decrees where foreign ambassadors who “have come” (¥kontew vel.
sim.) to Athens are clearly differentiated from Athenian ambassadors, who have been “sent” out
(pemfy°ntew vel. sim.) by the Assembly and have returned to Athens.
1) IG ii2 31 (386/5), lines 17–24 (= Tod GHI no. 117)
[. . •l°syai d¢ ê]nd[ra]w tr•w §j ÉAy[h]na[¤vn]
èpãnt[vn o·t]ine[w] épagg°lOsi [p]r[Úw ÑEb]rÊ[zel]min [tå §]chfi[s]m°na t«i d[Æ]m[vi, ép]ag[g°lOsi d¢] k[a‹] per‹ t«n ne«n [t]«[n per]‹ Pl[. . . . . ka‹] per‹ t«n êllvn œ[n] a[ﬁtØs]in oﬂ pr°sb[e]w oﬂ p[ar]å basil°v[w] ÑE[bruz]°l[m]ido[w ¥]kontew t«i dÆmvi t«[i] ÉA[yhna]¤vn.
Two sets of ambassadors are clearly distinguished in the passage. First, there are the three Athenians
whom the Assembly will elect to report its decisions about ships and other matters to King Hebryzelmis
(lines 17–19), and, second, there are the ambassadors who have come from King Hebryzelmis announce

pãlin §j aÈtoË kay°lkontai …w Íposhma¤nousi LukoËrgÒw te §n ÉApologism“ œn pepol¤teutai ka‹ ÉAndok¤dhw §n t“
Per‹ t∞w eﬁrÆnhw eﬁ gnÆsiow ı lÒgow; s. v. Phga¤. ÉAndok¤dhw §n t“ Per‹ t∞w eﬁrÆnhw, eﬁ gnÆsiow . For Dionysius’ opinion
see Andoc. De Pace, hypoth.: ı d¢ DionÊsiow nÒyon e‰nai l°gei tÚn lÒgon.
5 For doubts about the information in the speech about Amorges see H. D. Westlake, Studies in Thucydides and Greek
History, Bristol 1989, 103–112 (= Phoenix 31, 1977, 319–29). I plan to demonstrate in a forthcoming article that the speech
is a forgery, probably composed in the Hellenistic period.
6 Walbank, Athenian Proxenies nos. 48, 85, and 93, proposes restoring the grant in IG i2 81, 106 and 107, but Mattingly
rightly drew attention to the fact that the formula for the grant in IG i3 227 differs from the formula found in IG i3 102, lines
30–32, the only example of the grant securely dated before 400.
7 There have been a few courageous skeptics: see A. W. Gomme, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides, Volume I:
Introduction and Commentary on Book 1, Oxford 1945, 333–4; P. J. Rhodes, A Commentary on the Aristotelian Athenaion
Politeia, Oxford 1981, on Ath. Pol. 41.3 [“I fear I am not quite persuaded that there was a Peace of Epilykos.”], D. L.
Stockton, Hist. 8, 1959, 74–79, and H. B. Mattingly, Philol. 119, 1975, 48–51; K. Meister, Die Ungeschichtlichkeit des
Kalliasfriedens und deren historische Folgen,Wiesbaden 1982, 79–94.
8 Cf. D. M. Lewis and R. S. Stroud, Athens Honors King Euagoras of Salamis, Hesperia 48, 1979, 180–93: “the only
context in which this aorist passive participle (sc. pemfy°ntew) appears is as a modifier of presbeis sent out from Athens”. In
note 11 they observe: “Ambassadors from other cities seem never to be described by the Athenians in this period as ‘sent’,
pemfy°ntew, by their city of origin, but as ‘coming’, ‘¥kontew’.” Lewis and Stroud do not, however, collect the evidence nor
notice the implications of their observation for IG i3 227.
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his requests to the Athenian people (lines 22–23: oﬂ p[ar]å basil°v[w] ÑE[briz]°l[m]ido[w ¥]kontew).9
The latter are contrasted with the former and are obviously foreign ambassadors.
2) IG ii2 102 (370s), lines 5–10, 13–16 (= Tod GHI no. 129)
§[p]ain°sai d[¢ ÉAmÊnt][an] ka‹ tÚw pr°sbe[iw] toÁw §lyÒnt[aw pa][r'] aÈtØ Ptolema›o[n k]a‹ ÉAntÆnora ka[‹ . . .]svna. §pain°sai [d¢ k]a‹ toÁw pr°sbe[iw]
toÁw pemfy°nt[aw Íp]Ú toË dÆmo eﬁw M[ak]edon¤an per‹ t[∞w su](m)max¤aw.
k[al°sai k]a‹ §p‹ j°nia toÁ[w]
[pr°]sbeiw [toÁw par' ÉAm]Ênto ka‹ toÁw p[e][mfy]°nta[w ÍpÚ tØ dÆmo] §p‹ de›pnon eﬁw
[tÚ prutane›on eﬁw aÎr]ion.
Once again we find two sets of ambassadors clearly differentiated. On the one hand, there are the three
Macedonian ambassadors who have come from Amyntas, Ptolemaios, Antenor, and a third, whose full
name has not been preserved (lines 6–7: tÚw pr°sbe[iw] toÁw §lyÒnt[aw pa|r'] aÈtØ). The language
used to describe these foreign ambassadors is very similar to that found in the previous decree except
for the substitution of §lyÒntaw for ¥kontew.10 On the other hand, there are the Athenian ambassadors
sent by the Assembly to Macedon (lines 8–10: toÁw pr°sbe[iw | toÁw pemfy°nt[aw Íp]Ú toË dÆmo eﬁw
M[ak]|edon¤an). The ambassadors who have come from Amyntas (lines 13–14: toÁw |[pr°]sbeiw [toÁw
par' ÉAm]Ênto) are foreigners and are thus invited to xenia (line 13: k[al°sai k]a‹ §p‹ j°nia). The
ambassadors sent by the Assembly (lines 14–5: toÁw p[e|mfy]°nta[w ÍpÚ tØ dÆmo]) are Athenians and
are by contrast invited to deipnon (line15: §p‹ de›pnon).11
3) IG ii2 107 (367), lines 8–16, 20–22, 24–26, 31–34
[DiÒ]f[antow e]‰pen. [p]er‹ œn oﬂ pr°sbeiw oﬂ §x L°sbou ¥kont[ew] l°[go]usin, [§chf]¤syai t∞i boul∞i prosagage›n aÈtoÁw eﬁw tÚn d∞[mon toÁw] pro°drouw o„ ín lãxvsin proedreÊein eﬁw tØn pr≈[th][n §]kklhs¤an, gn≈mhn d¢ jubbãlesyai t∞w boul∞w eﬁw [tÚn] d[∞mo][n ˜]ti dok∞i t∞i boul∞i, §p[ei]dØ Mutilhna›oi êndrew [égayo¤ e][ﬁsi] p[e]r[‹] tÚn d∞mon tÚn ÉAyhna¤vn, ka[‹ nË]n k[a]‹ §n t«[i prÒsyen x][rÒnvi] §[p]a(i)n°sai tÚn d∞mon tÚm Mutilhna¤vn ére[t]∞w ß[nek]a [t∞][w §w tÚn d∞mon] tÚn ÉAyhna¤vn, ka‹ e‰nai prÒsod[on a]Èto›w [§ãn to][u §w d°vntai] prÚw tØ[n] boulØn µ tÚn d∞mon pr≈[toiw] met[å t]å ﬂ[e]rã.
[én]agrãcai d¢ ka[‹] t[Ú] cÆfi[sma] e[ﬁw tØn a]ÈtØn stÆlhn ˘ épe[kr]¤nato ı d∞mow to›w pr°sbesi
9 Note Tod’s interpretation: “Three citizens are to be chosen to report its contents to the king, to tell him of the ships (..)

and about the other requests brought by his envoys.”
10 Note the same participle is used in IG i3 40, lines 12 and 17 to describe an embassy of Chalcidians coming to Athens
and at line 37 to describe an embassy of Athenians coming to Chalcis.
11 For the Athenian practice of inviting foreign ambassadors to xenia, see Dem. 19.234–5. For a collection of
testimonia for these invitations see S. G. Miller, The Prytaneion, Berkeley 1978, Appendix A with the additions of M. J.
Osborne, Entertainment in the Prytaneion in Athens, ZPE 41, 1981, 154, note 4. For an explanation of the exceptions to the
rule see Osborne, op. cit. 154–7 and especially P. J. Rhodes, JENIA and DEIPNON in the Prytaneum, ZPE 57, 1984, 193–99,
who adds evidence from outside Attica to support “the Athenian principle that j°nia is for non-citizens”. Rhodes’ arguments
provide an effective answer to the doubts of A. S. Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees, Hildesheim and
Zurich 1983, 262–71 (“no hard and fast rule was rigidly applied”).
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[to›w Mu]tilhn[a¤]vn to›w metå [ÑIe]ro¤t[a . . .
§pain°s]ai d¢ toÁw pr°sbeiw toÁw
[pemf]y°ntaw eﬁw MutilÆnhn ka‹ kal°sai §p‹ de›pnon eﬁw
[tÚ pru]tane›on eﬁw aÎrion.
§pain°sai d¢ toÁw pr°sbeiw
[toÁ]w pemfy°ntaw eﬁw L°ssbon T[i]mÒnoyon ka‹ AÈtÒluk[on k]a‹ ÉA[r]istope¤yhn ka‹ kal°sai §p‹ de›pnon eﬁ[w t]Ú prutane›on eﬁw aÎrion.
The ambassadors in line 8 who have come from Lesbos (oﬂ §x L°sbou ¥kont[ew]) must be foreign
ambassadors because they require permission from the Council to gain admission to the Assembly.12
They also receive the right to address the Council and Assembly in the future, a right which Athenian
ambassadors would not need (lines 15–6). In fact, in lines 21–2 they are actually identified as
“ambassadors of the Mytilenians”. They are contrasted with the Athenian ambassadors who were sent to
Lesbos (toÁw pr°sbeiw toÁw [pemf]y°ntaw eﬁw MutilÆnhn), praised in lines 24–26 and in the rider of
lines 31–34, and invited to deipnon, not xenia.
There is a close parallel to this decree in IG ii2 103 (368). Here ambassadors coming from
Dionysius (lines 6–7: oﬂ pr°sbeiw o[ﬂ p|arå] Dionu[s]¤o ¥kont[e]w) must be foreign ambassadors since
they require a vote of approval from the council before they can address the Assembly (lines 13–17).
4) IG ii2 141 (376–60), lines 1–9, 25–28 (= Tod GHI no. 139)
ÉAyhna¤[vn k]a‹ §pemel[Æyh] ˜pvw …w
kãllista poreuyÆsontai oﬂ pr°sbeiw …w basil°a, oÓw ı d∞mow ¶pemcen. ka‹ épokr¤nasyai t«i ¥konti parå tØ Sidvn¤vn basil°vw ˜ti ka‹
§w tÚ loipÚn xrÒnon Ãn énØr égayÚw per‹ tÚn d∞mon tÚn ÉAyhna¤vn oÈk ¶sti ˜ ti étuxÆsei parå ÉAyhna¤vn œn ín d°htai.
kal°sai d¢ ka‹ §p‹ j°nia tÚn ¥konta parå
tØ Sidvn¤vn basil°vw §w tÚ prutane›on §w aÎrion.
The decree praises Strato, the King of the Sidonians, for looking after the ambassadors whom the
Assembly has sent to the Great King (lines 1–4). It is important to note the phrase used here to denote
Athenian ambassadors sent to the Great King (oﬂ pr°s|beiw …w basil°a, oÓw ı d∞mow ¶pemc|en) and
how it differs markedly from the phrase found in IG i3 227 ([oﬂ pr°sbew]|[oﬂ p]arå basil°vw ¥k[ontew). The Athenian ambassadors are contrasted with the envoy who has come from King Strato, who is
instructed to convey a message to him (lines 1–4). This envoy is clearly a foreigner since he is invited to
xenia, not to deipnon (lines 25–28).
Having studied these four inscriptions in detail, we can deal with several other inscriptions more
briefly. There is a similar contrast between foreign ambassadors who have come to Athens in two other
inscriptions. In IG ii 2 116 (361/0) [= Tod GHI no. 147] the ambassadors who have come to Athens (line
37: tÚ[w ¥k]on[taw) are Thessalians; they are foreigners since they are invited to xenia (lines 38–9).
12 Note the similar phrase in IG ii 2 106 (368/7) lines 6–9. The ambassadors in line 7 (oﬂ §g Lakeda¤monow ¥kontew)
ought therefore to be Spartan ambassadors, not Athenian ambassadors returning from Sparta.
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These ambassadors are to take the oaths for the alliance from the Athenians in the Council (lines 29–31)
and are contrasted with the men whom the Athenians will elect to go to Thessaly and take the oaths
from the Thessalians (lines 20–26). In IG ii 2 34 (384/3), lines 12–3, the ambassadors who have come to
Athens (tÚw pr°sbew [tÚw ¥kon]taw) are there to take the oaths for a treaty from Athenian magistrates
(lines 26–28) and are contrasted with the men whom the Assembly will elect and instruct to sail to
Chios to takes the oaths for this treaty from that community (lines 29–31).13
In the following inscriptions ambassadors who have come to Athens (¥kontaw vel sim.) must be
foreign since they are invited to xenia, not deipnon.
1) IG ii2 111 (363/2), lines 51–56 (= Tod GHI no. 142)
2) IG ii2 127 (356/5), lines 12–16, 28–34 (= Tod GHI no. 157)14
3) IG ii2 212 (347/6), lines 8–11, 49–53 (= Tod GHI no. 167)15
4) IG ii2 226 (circa 342), lines 26–31 (= Tod GHI no. 173)
5) IG ii2 264 (ante 336/5?), lines 15–816
6) IG ii2 232 (340/39), lines 15–18 (restored)
A handful of inscriptions refer just to Athenian ambassadors sent by the Assembly to a foreign polis
or ruler. In each inscription these ambassadors are described as “having been sent” (pemfy°ntaw) after
their return to Athens with the exception of the first example, where we still find the same verb but in
the aorist active (p°mcai).17 In IG i3 61 (423) lines 16–18 (= Tod GHI no. 61 and Meiggs and Lewis
no. 65), the ambassadors sent to Perdiccas to convey a message from the Athenian Assembly to
Perdiccas, the King of Macedon (p[r°sbe|w d]¢ tr•w p°mfsai hup¢r pent°konta ¶te gegon[Òtaw| ho]w
Perd¤kka[n]), the king of Macedon, are obviously Athenian ambassadors.18 In three other inscriptions
Athenian ambassadors who have returned to Athens and are paid by the Treasurer for their travel
expenses (§fÒdia) are described not as coming to Athens (¥kontaw), but as having been sent out
(pemfy°ntaw).
1) IG ii2 124 (357/6), lines 10–13
2) IG ii2 149 (ante 355), lines 11–12, 14–17
3) IG ii2 207 (360s?), lines 23–2619
These examples show that the language of Athenian decrees is careful and consistent when
describing Athenian and foreign ambassadors: the latter are described as those “who come from” (¥kvn,
13 An invitation to xenia for these ambassadors has been restored in lines 32–34 and would fit the stoichedon arrangement better than an invitation to deipnon. IG ii2 35 appears to be a copy of the same decree but is more fragmentary.
14 Note also that in lines 33–4 the phrase [. . . kal°sai d¢ §p‹ j°nia toÁw pr°sbew toÁw ¥]kontaw parå t|[«n êllvn
basil°vn . . .] is plausibly restored. The phrase [. . . ¥kvn par]|å toË dÆmou [t]oË Sikuvn¤vn is likewise restored in IG ii2
448, lines 7–9 and applied to Euphron, who is obviously a foreigner since the decree identifies him as a Sicyonian.
15 Note also that the ambassadors who have come to Athens are commended for looking after those who come from
Athens to the Bosporan kingdom (lines 49–50), which indicates they are Bosporan subjects.
16 The Iatrocles who sent the ambassador to Athens in this decree must be a foreign leader since his ambassador is
invited to xenia. Koehler’s atttempt to identify him this Iatrocles with the Athenian captured after the fall of Olynthus
(Aeschin. 2.15.16) is therefore not convincing. Besides, Aeschines says that the news of his Iatrocles’ capture was brought to
the attention of the Assembly not by an ambassador but by his relatives.
17 Professor Habicht observes that in the Hellenistic period we find the verb épost°llein instead of p°mpein in Hesp.
Suppl. 17, 1978, p. 96, no. 12, lines 7 and 12–3 (= no. 13, lines 1 and 8). Cf. IG ii 2 1236, lines 1–2, where L. Robert
Hellenica 11–12, 109, note 3, restores [épostellom°noiw p]arå toË dÆmou prÚw toÁw basile[›w pres|beuta›w . . .].
18 Lines 50–51 appear to refer to three sets of ambassadors: [h]oi parå Perd¤kko should be Macedonian ambassadors
sent by Perdicccas in response to the Athenian invitation in lines 24–25 while [o· t]|e met[å Pleist¤o oﬁxÒmenoi ka‹ oﬂ metå
LeogÒro ought to be the Athenian ambassadors sent to Perdiccas mentioned in lines 16–18. Note that the verb used to
express their return to Athens is épantÆsvsi, not ¥kvsi (lines 49–50). But the identification of the Athenian ambassadors
in lines 16–8 with those in lines 24–25 depends on the date of the decree in lines 3–33. Meiggs and Lewis GHI no. 65 date it
to around 429 but Mattingly CQ 11, 1961, 154–65, more plausibly suggests 427/6.
19 Note also the demotics after the names of the ambassadors who have been “sent out” indicate they are Athenians.
For problems involved with dating the decree see M. J. Osborne, Athens and Orontes, ABSA 68, 1971, 297–321.
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¥kontaw, etc.) a foreign king or community, while Athenian ambassadors are referred to as those “sent”
(pemfy°ntaw). This means that the embassy coming from the king in lines 15–18 of IG i3 227 (whoever
he may be) must be a foreign embassy sent by this king and cannot be an embassy sent by the Athenian
Assembly. And since this cannot be an Athenian embassy, the lines cannot therefore refer to the alleged
embassy of Epilykos mentioned in the De Pace attributed to Andocides.
Our conclusion has two significant implications for Athenian history in the late fifth century. First,
the evidence of IG i3 227 cannot be used to confirm the information found in the De Pace about the socalled Peace of Epilykos. Second, the evidence of IG i3 227 cannot by the same token be used to
confirm the authenticity of the De Pace attributed to Andocides. With one of the main arguments for the
De Pace’s authenticity now removed, it is time to re-examine the other arguments made in favor of
attributing the speech to Andocides.20
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20 I would like to thank Professor Angelos Chaniotis and Professor Christian Habicht for reading over a draft of this

essay and offering helpful suggestions for improvement. I would also like to thank Professor Werner Eck for his constructive
criticisms and advice. None of these men should be held responsible for any remaining errors.

